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The external expressions of Western-orchestrated Regime Change War are now surfacing in
Iran. None of this is surprising since the war plans have been publicly available for years.[1]
Peaceful protests are being co-opted, and now displaced by violent actors. No doubt
Western intelligence agencies and their operatives are “destabilizing” the protests. We’ve
seen this before, most recently in Syria and the Ukraine. Snipers will shoot both security
personnel and protestors to create chaos and mayhem. Reportedly, “protestors” have
already killed a police oﬃcer – and a number of protestors have also been killed.[2]
Already propaganda outlets are at work. Ken Roth of the discredited Human Rights Watch is
playing the very fraudulent “democracy and freedom” card.
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We can expect more violence and Iranian government atrocity stories soon. Fake news
outlets (ie CNN and all Western media) will soon be screaming that the “brutal Iranian
dictator is killing his own people”. It’s a time-honored formula, no sense reinventing the
wheel. Fake pretexts of “going after terrorists” will soon be evoked, and the propagandists
will start selling the notion that Western bombing campaigns are necessary for humanitarian
reasons. The will of the Iranian people will be displaced by Western terrorism, just like Syria.
Weapons shipments are likely already on site, and sectarian mercenary terrorists are likely
on the sidelines, well-paid and ready to go.
Once the destabilization escalates, the Western-created and sustained holocaust will
deepen.
Western populations have yet to realize that they too are being victimized by the
warmongers and their agencies.
We can hope that Western populations will awaken from their state of mass indoctrination
and mass political infantilization. But this is not likely.
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